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WHAT IS CONSCIOUSNESS?
 
 

         Underlying any scientific experiment is always a working hypothesis or answers to a 
question. The scientist is attempting to gain new knowledge by comparing her hypothesis against 
a known standard. In Medicine, the usual set-up is frequently the comparison of a new 
pharmaceutical agent against an older established medication or placebo. The better the question 
raised, the better the answers produced and the better the usefulness ultimately to patients and to 
healthcare generally. This month’s JNLA will address the questioning process itself with an eye 
toward connecting these ideas with substance abuse and addiction. Even at birth, the infant is 
startled, bewildered and filled with questions (non-verbal) which go on to develop into the kind 
of incessant questioning that every parent is familiar with: “how high is up?” “why can’t I…stay 
up late?...have the candy? …splash in the puddle?”, etc.
         The father of modern psychology, Sigmund Freud, used the structure of the ancient 
Oedipus myth as the centerpiece of his insight into child development, namely the Oedipal 
phases, or when the child becomes conscious of the differences between males and females. In 
the myth, an evil creature (the Sphinx) guards the entrance to the cursed city of Thebes and poses 
a daunting question in the form of a riddle, killing whomever cannot answer correctly. Of course, 
our hero, Oedipus, answers correctly and is allowed to enter the city. 
            The Oedipus myth starts with a question that implies that the very process of facing a 
question is inherently dangerous. It then evolves in the real world as the Freudian theory of 
Childhood Sexuality; around the age of four or five, the sweet innocence of childhood gets 
interrupted (unconsciously) by the dawning awareness of a new complication, namely, that 
growing up and becoming an adult (sexual) human being is not going to be simple! 
Freud’s great insight into human functioning and especially into dysfunction was his discovery of 
the framework or structure of the human psyche, a conscious part and an unconscious part. To 
continue, consciousness implies awareness and the ability to ask questions, to seek new 
knowledge and to be able to apply that information in the real world. Human curiosity is 
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boundless; yet, to understand this ability to question, we have to understand the nature of 
consciousness itself. When the addict alters his consciousness with chemicals, does he truly know 
what he wants? (Some say they are trying to eliminate pain.) How does he know what he wants? 
And how does he know what he knows? In order to address these questions, we first have to get a 
better understanding of what consciousness is in the first place. That is what this issue of JNLA 
will explore. 
            The latest issue of Scientific American features a groundbreaking article that presents the 
two leading theories of how consciousness comes about on a neuronal basis. Professor Christof 
Koch, California Institute of Technology theorizes that “for each conscious experience, a unique 
set of neurons in particular brain regions fires in a specific manner.” Professor Susan Greenfield, 
University of Oxford (England), theorizes that, for each conscious experience, neurons across the 
brain synchronize into coordinated assemblies, then disband.”  This question, subjective human 
experience, is one of the “greatest unsolved questions in science.” We do know that brain neurons 
communicate with each other by means of chemical messengers and receptors, and by an 
electrical means of polarization and depolarization. The current theories represent the best 
modern explanations that integrate neuroscience, psychology, and clinical data. 
            Dr. Koch and Francis Crick began to investigate consciousness in 1988. Their ideas center 
on the 100 billion pyramidal neurons in the cerebral cortex. These are the essential brain cells that 
quickly die when deprived of oxygen for only a short time; and in times of severe crisis when 
blood loss occurs, nature has provided that most functions can be sacrificed (for a short period) 
just to keep oxygen flowing to the brain. For you to spot your friend in a crowded restaurant takes 
about one million of these cells (think internet or computer network) firing throughout your brain 
almost simultaneously. If you were James Bond, and someone called out your name in a hostile 
manner off to your left, you would be able to shift your focus and happy feelings at seeing your 
friend to a fight/flight mode, find the enemy in the crowd, duck, draw your gun and start firing in 
the blink of an eye. 
            This fantasy example is meant to illustrate one of the brain’s “gadgets” that has evolved to 
give an upper hand to puny early human beings off in the primitive wilderness surrounded by 
faster, stronger, more dangerous creatures while they were scavenging for food for themselves 
and their tribe-mates. In other words, the human brain had to work faster than the fastest 
predators in order for human beings to have survived as a species. One of the key ideas here is 
arousal and focus. We are constantly bombarded with a vast amount of stimuli from our 
environment and within us: visual (sight), auditory (sound), etc. as well as our own internal 
thoughts and feelings. How do we sort out what is most relevant and important? The underlying 
basic biological and psychological principal is survival. Nature has provided two systems for this 
purpose: the flight-flight mechanism to protect the individual and the pleasure-pain mechanism to 
protect the species. 
            At the brain neuronal level, “we are still so ignorant about the brain that we can only 
speculate.” Koch’s concept: “qualitative, not quantitative differences in neuronal activity give 
rise to consciousness.”  “The brain works not by dint of its bulk properties but because neurons 
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are wired up in amazingly specific and idiosyncratic patterns.” Greenfield: “Consciousness is 
generated by a quantitative increase in the holistic functioning of the brain.” She postulates that 
the brain operates as a single organ, integrating the various components; she also complains that 
Koch’s specific neuron-for-specific-function theory is more related to “attention” rather than 
“consciousness.” She asserts that consciousness grows as the brain grows. She is trying to 
discover the neuronal process that will distinguish wakefulness from dreaming, show self-
consciousness, and at what age fetal consciousness begins. 
            Neither of these groundbreaking theories in fact attempt to answer HOW consciousness 
arises; only what are the brain and neuronal correlates of the conscious or the anesthetized or 
unconscious brain-state. David Chalmers, the Australian philosopher, has labeled this question: 
the “hard problem.” And it appears to defy all of our latest science and technology; it also lies at 
the heart of our understanding or misunderstanding in the fields of Psychiatry and Addiction 
Medicine. 
            How do three pounds of nerve cells (human brain), axonic connectors, minute electrical 
currents, neurotransmitters and receptors, turn on to become a fully alert, vibrant, sentient, 
spirited, thinking and feeling human being? What actually goes wrong in depression, anxiety, and 
schizophrenia? What is the key to recovery after a young person disrupts the delicate developing 
mechanisms of his maturing brain? This continues to fall into the realm of the “hard problem.”
 

Be patient with all that is unsolved in your heart
And try to love the questions themselves

Do not seek for answers that cannot be given
For you would not be able to live with them

And the point is to live with everything
Live the questions now

And perhaps without knowing it
You will live along some day into the answers.

 
Rainer Maria Rilke
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